
Building Confidence as a 
Human Givens Therapist 
- Workshop

in8 products

Whether you wish to polish your skills as a 
human givens therapist, or would like support in 
successfully submitting videos of your therapy 
work for your part III assessment, this two day 

workshop provides a highly practical summary of 
the human givens approach.

As well as providing HG therapy & supervision, 
Alec and Bindi also run workshops and publish 
resources based on the human givens approach

To reserve your place on one of our workshops 
please call us today on  01225 766956visit:  www.in8.uk.com

01225 766956

hello@in8.uk.com

07726 350672

Contact in8

in8 Cards 
Boxed set

A great way to  
introduce others 

 to the human givens 
approach

in8 Cards 
A3 & A2 Posters

Illustrated human needs 
and resources - 

for your clinic room or 
classroom wall

Trainers 
Starter Kit

Everything you need 
to supplement your 

income running your 
own in8 Cards workshops

Workshop dates
We run this workshop on demand 
when we have enough enquiries 
- so be sure to call us to register 
your interest.

Check website for other 
workshops and dates



To reserve your place please call us today on  01225 766956

What did you find most useful?

Your tutors... What does it cost?

What will you gain?

Who is it for?

Recommendations

visit:  www.in8.uk.com

 X Confidence in your ability to submit videos of your work which clearly demonstrate 
that you are a safe and effective human givens practitioner.

 X Guidelines on what to do and what to avoid when filming therapy sessions for your 
video submission.

 X Practical advice on how to implement each of the steps of RIGAAR in your therapy 
sessions.

 X Tips and advice on the practicalities of creating videos which are suitable for 
submission and successful assessment.

 X Knowledge of what to include and what to leave out when submitting concise 
and appropriate case notes.

 X Confidence in using outcome measures without losing rapport with your client.

 X Practical approaches to seamlessly integrating story and metaphor into your 
therapy work.

 X A refresher on the effective use of therapeutic language skills.

 X Awareness of how to avoid mistakes commonly made by newly qualified 
therapists.

Human givens practitioners who have completed the Diploma in human givens 
psychotherapy but have not yet submitted video sessions of their work in order to 
become full members of the human givens institute.

Anyone who qualified some time ago and feels that they would benefit from a 
refresher course in practical aspects of applying the human givens approach in 
therapy.

Please note: This workshop is only available to those who have already passed the 
human givens diploma. (previously known as “part 2”)

£300 for the two day 
workshop. This includes 
a buffet lunch and 
refreshments (tea and 
coffee) each day and 
course notes. Please contact 
us to reserve your place.

Bindi Gauntlett 
FHGI

Alec Stansfield 
FHGI

Alec & Bindi 
have, between 

them, over 
twenty year’s 
experience 
in running 
workshops 

based on the 
human givens 

approach

              All. I feel it has been a wonderfully constructive weekend. Good to get 
together with others in the same position. The ideas from two experienced therapists 
was so beneficial. What I need to do and include for part III.”

“It exceeded my expectations. If fulfilled my objectives and there were unexpected 
add-ons. Metaphors + toys + Opera metaphor. Goal setting; PANTS. All of it. Applying 
RIGAAR. Putting theory into practice. Revising and clarifying Rewind. Helpful phrases.”

“Consolidates previous learning in a relaxed atmosphere. Learned the importance 
of client’s model of reality through the open question / discussion exercise. Technical 
section on DVD. Overall delighted with content especially visual metaphor tools.”

“I found all of it very useful and has helped me to prepare myself very positively for 
part three.”

“New ideas. Opportunity to share. Development of your own thinking. Practical 
application of essential skills.

              An excellent workshop for building my confidence for the Part III assessment. 
Truly motivational - thank you both for a really helpful two days”

“Really good to enhance learning in practical ways re working with clients and 
technical issues.”

“Really practical and helpful preparation for part III as well as an excellent refresher 
and introduction to some new ideas.”

“This course will prepare you for part III in a very Human Givens way that is stress-free 
and supportive using left and right brain counselling skills.”

“This is a very helpful opportunity to revise and to recall and have the opportunity to 
practise good practice. Extremely helpful in building confidence and motivating me 
to get my videos sorted.”

“That people may feel the weekend helpful and beneficial wherever that are in their 
journey - in between part 2 and 3 or after part 3 and starting out as a therapist.”

“Approachability of tutors. Convenience of location. Suitability of facilities. 
Knowledge / expertise of tutors. Opportunity to discuss issues that may have emerged 
since HG training and/or no opportunity to discuss issues during training.
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